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Abstract
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Due to the ever growingmultitude of technological obstacles and costs, scaling the feature size of
electronic devices further down has been retarding and most likely will haltin the near future. Thus,
it is of utmost importance to investigate alternatives to the state-of-the-art CMOS technology. Among
the plethora of competing ideas for succession, spintronics (spin electronics) is a very promising
technology due to its non-volatility, high endurance, fast operation, and CMOS compatibility. Even
though the exploitation of spintronicdevices for memory applications matured to a level with first
competitive commercial products available, the overall achievable integration density is still not
at eye level in comparison to CMOS. This motivated us to shift functionality as much as possible
into the spintronic domain in order to reduce the required CMOS overhead for signal conversion.
We investigated several high potential ideas which exploit the spin-transfer torque effect for nonvolatile computing, with particular emphasis on a non-volatile magnetic flip flop and its application
for a non-volatile shift register and a non-volatile buffered magnetic logic gate gridand the use of
STT-MRAM for logic-in-memory applications.
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